
May 23, 2013 
 
Greetings to Their (soon) Majesties Tiernan and Miranda, and to Baron James, Seneschal for the Kingdom of An Tir, and 
Exchequer HL Elonda Blue Haven from Viscountess Nadezhda and Mistress Attia Prima  
 
Enclosed is an An Tir Event Bid Form for AnTir/West War 2011.  I wanted to provide a bit more information than the bid form 
has space for. 
 
The site would be our now well used site of Lazy J Moore Ranch.  This site has hosted the war since 2007.  The site has plenty 
of camping space and parking.  As done with the past wars there will be potable water on site, and plenty of space for people to 
camp.  The war field(s) have sufficient enough space to accommodate proper war. 
 
Above ground fires (12 inches or more) are permitted (torches are okay), but absolutely no ground fires.  
 
I would like to supply a 30 to 50 yard dumpster in accordance with the past events.  We will also be supplying extra biffies to be 
spread around the site.  I am going to pass on the handwashing stations this time considering the time and mess they make is 
not worth the pain of having to clean up after 1100 people using them on site.  Will see about adding hand sanitizer instead.. 
 
We would also like the input on the showers.  The showers, although extremely convenient and a nice treat, are expensive for 
running just for two days.  Here is the breakdown regarding the difference in site cost: 
 
Budget With showers Without showers 
Site Expenses 3500 3500.00 
Insurance 50.00 50.00 
Biffies 8682.75 8682.75 
Trash 2014.64 2014.64 
General expenses 300.00 300.00 
showers 3500.00 -- 
Total: 18047.00 14547.39 
 
As you can see it does make a bit of difference.  Also for the sake of just being well prepared I’ve also added an extra $500.00 
to the Site expenses, even though our cost is usually $3000.  
 
This would be Vis. Nadezhda and my 3rd time running this war.  I have been an autocrat for 2 July Coronations, 2 AnTir West 
Wars, and numerous barony events.  I have also held the Kingdom Event Deputy position for 3 years. We are perfectly capable 
of autocratting this event  
 
The location of this event outweigh the costs associated with running this event in the area.  Both Kingdoms enjoy the 
convenience of getting to this site.  Since we are running this event for 4 days (Thursday through Monday, adding extra cost to 
the event)  I would like to request making an adjustment to our site fee.  Prereg:  $15.00 up until May 2011 and then $20.00 
thereafter.  The West Kingdom charged $20.00 for this event for 2010. Running an event for 4 days versus a 3 day event and 
adding an extra $5.00 is in line with the larger wars around the Known World. 
 
I have attached a breakdown of the expenses. 
 
These figures are just rough estimates and based on 1000 people. 
 
I thank you for your time and consideration of this proposal and look forward to hearing from you soon. 
 
In service, 
 
Mistress Attia Prima 
Viscountess Nadezhda 


